Installing our "Zaun-Fundament"
... for easier fence construction.

Section size:
6,2 x 4,2 cm (for profile dimensions 6,0 x 4,0 cm)
6,2 x 6,2 cm (for profile dimensions 6,0 x 6,0 cm or Ø 6,0 cm)
Ø 4,2 cm (for profile dimensions Ø 4,0 cm)
Ø 3,6 cm (for profile dimensions Ø 3,4 cm)

length x width

Zaun-Fundament

19 x 19 cm

heigth

25 cm

weight / piece

13 kg

piece / palett

The "Zaun-Fundament" block simplifies the construction of fences and privacy screen elements
by making it easier to align individual fence posts.
The block has four separate recesses to ensure that most standard fence posts (round or
square) can be easily inserted into the block. The posts can then be easily aligned and levelled
with the other posts.
U-shaped post holders and even H-shaped anchors (depending on dimensions) can be used in
combination with the "Zaun-Fundament", simply by concreting these holders into one of the
recesses beforehand. The blocks can then be measured out and aligned together with the
holders.

Our recommendation for easy, fatigue-free laying:
Insert two broomstick poles about 60 cm long into the round recesses in the
"Zaun-Fundament" block and then press the poles together. The block can
now be lifted, moved and laid without excessive physical effort.
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As a first step, all of the fence post holes must be dug out
for the fence installation.* The fence post hole crosssection must be selected to provide approx. 5 cm of space
around the edge of the "Zaun-Fundament" later
(foundation size approx. 30 × 30 cm). After excavation,
the lower part of the hole (depending on hole depth) may
need to be filled in with frost-protection material or
concrete and then compacted. To bed and level the "ZaunFundament" blocks, use ballast or concrete spread over
the bottom of the post hole.
* If the footing needs to be below the frost line, the fence post depth must
be 80 cm.

Using a guide wire stretched precisely along the planned
line of the fence at the right height helps when measuring
out the individual post holes.
Our tip: Each of the recesses in the "Zaun-Fundament"
has four notches, each located along the central axis, so
as to help when aligning a fencing guide wire.
Once the post holes have been prepared for laying the
fence bases, the blocks can then be lifted into the post
holes, bedded down, aligned and levelled.

The post holders are then inserted into the matching
recesses and these are filled out with concrete.
The posts for rod fencing can be anchored in the block
using either a cement slurry or a frost-resistant tile
adhesive, as appropriate. Small shims or wedges can also
be used to fix the posts into place. After completing
aligning and levelling, the post hole around the "ZaunFundament" block is filled in to roughly the halfway mark
with concrete.
The remaining unused recesses in the block should be
filled out with ballast or concrete.

After the concrete has set, the post hole around the fence
base is filled out with soil. Alternatively, the excavated post
holes can also be filled in completely with concrete. Please
also complete preparatory work as specified by the fence
supplier.

The fence can now be set up and installed according to
the supplier’s instructions.

